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The Top Five MARCH MOVIES 
If you’re a loyal reader of THE PURITAN POST, you are probably familiar 
with my various countdown lists. So you might be asking yourself, how is 
it even possible to find five “MARCH” movies to talk about in order to 
make the Top Five March Movies list. Well, first of all, with God, all 
things are possible, and second of all, don’t ever doubt Hank Mardukas.

No. 5: Miss March (2009)  
Most people don’t remember Fox Searchlight giving Trevor Moore and Zach 
Cregger,  the  minds  behind  comedy  group  “The  Whitest  Kids  U  Know”, 
unprecedented keys to the kingdom to make a feature length comedy in 
their style. The result was a critically panned but somewhat overlooked 
box office bomb that actually has several moments of brilliance, mostly  
with Craig Robinson’s character, a rapper with the name HorseDick.Mpeg.  
 

No. 4: TIE: Julius Caesar (1953) & Julius Caesar (1970)  
These adaptations of Shakespeare’s famous play Julius Caesar about the 
conspiracy to kill the Roman leader on the Ides of March both deserve a 
spot here. The first movie is best known for its performance by Marlon 
Brando as Marc Antony. However, the best part of the 1953 version is the 
stunning black and white cinematography and visionary, innovative scope. 
The latter film stars Charlton Heston as Marc Antony and Jason Robards 
as Brutus and in my eyes is the stronger picture in its performances. 
While  Brando  may  have  become  more  iconic  as  Antony,  Heston  clearly 
delivers Shakespeare’s Roman rhetoric at a level Brando can’t touch.  
 

No. 3: The Ides of March (2011)  
The Ides of March is a political thriller directed by the only man with 
both  two  Oscars  and  two  Sexiest  Man  Alive  honors,  George  Clooney. 
Clooney co-wrote the script with Grant Heslov and Beau Willimon based on 
the play Farragut North by Willimon. Based loosely on the inner workings 
of Howard Dean’s ’04 presidential campaign, The Ides of March is one of 
few modern films to do proper justice to the dicey political landscape.  
 

No. 2: Glory Road (2006)  
The  biggest  event  each  March  here  in  America  is  March  Madness, the 
annual time of year when millions of adults come together to gamble and 
profit off unpaid college athletes. Glory Road focuses on one particular 
historic NCAA tournament in 1966 when Texas Western became the first 
NCAA basketball team with an all-black starting five. This incredible 
true story embodies everything a sports movie should be and reminiscent 
of another Disney-produced flick, Remember the Titans. It is a shame 
Disney doesn’t make these inspirational sports movies much anymore.  
 

No. 1: March of the Penguins (2005)  
I didn’t say the list had to be about the MONTH of March, did I? Let’s 
be honest, who doesn’t like penguins? It is similarly hard to dislike 
the  vocal  stylings  of  the  great  Morgan  Freeman.  When  the  two  come 
together, it is a match made in cinema heaven. A truly timeless work, 
this Best Documentary Oscar winner went on to also become the second 
highest grossing documentary film of all time, and for good reason.
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This Week on TV 

A.P. Bio (Thurs. 3/7, 8:30 pm, NBC)  
 
One of my favorite newer shows on 
television  is  returning  for  its 
second season tonight. And now that 
Always  Sunny  fans  know  Glenn 
Howerton  isn’t  leaving  Sunny  for 
this show, I highly encourage fans 
of Glenn’s work to check out A.P. 
Bio. Essentially playing a Dennis 
Reynolds-type  character,  Howerton 
kills  it  here  as  conman  teacher 
Jack Griffin as does the supporting 
cast of many talented young up-and-
comers as well as Patton Oswald.

Also This Week on TV 

Into the Dark: Treehouse (Hulu)  
 
Another holiday, another episode of 
Hulu and Blumhouse’s Into the Dark 
for me to review. The “holiday” as 
it  were  is  much  more  vague  this 
time around, and I’m not sure what 
exactly it has to do with March. 
That said, Jimmi Simpson is quite 
excellent here as a celebrity chef 
with dark skeletons in his closet. 
He  has  particularly  good  rapport 
with  Nancy  Linehan  Charles,  who 
plays  his  childhood  maid,  Agnes. 
Treehouse  is  solid  conceptually, 
but flawed in its execution outside 
of  its  performances  and  premise.  
What starts out strong, gets pretty 
hokey at points, and an inherently 
important message gets hammered in 
to a point where it loses value. 
That said, as always, Into the Dark 
remains one of the few consistently 
watchable Horror shows out there.

Director Spotlight:  
Ron Howard  

Birth: 3/1/1954, Oklahoma  
Notable Works: Backdraft, Splash,,   
How the Grinch Stole Christmas, A 
Beautiful Mind, Apollo 13, Cocoon, 
The Da Vinci Code, Angels and 
Demons, Frost/Nixon, Rush, Inferno, 
In the Heart of the Sea, Solo  
Fun Facts: Gained fame acting in  
roles as Opie on The Andy Grffith 
Show and Richie on Happy Days  
- Father of actress Bryce Dallas 
Howard and brother of Clint Howard.
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